JUNIOR VARSITY
WIN FIRST TIME
TRIAL OF YEAR

Varty Crew In a Half Length
Behind With Freshman
Close in Rear

FIFTIES COME IN FOURTH

In their first time trials on the Charles, today the Freshman
crew were brought to a close finish in the Homer distance, at the first
the crew known on the Junior Varsity
scouted by Richardson finished ahead by a half length ahead of the Varty
crew.

Starting out in a forty nine slow start, the freshman heavy shell as cut
about thirty feet out of the way and for the next mile the four Varsity
shells, the two Frosh, the fourteen, and the Fifty, all raced neck and
nose through the finish.

Frosh Pull Behind

At the Harvard bridge the freshmen were still up with the varsity crews, the
four Frosh in second place and their scrums were about a
twelve lengths behind them. The two Frosh were still leading at the third post
but the two Frosh were about a
thirty length behind them. The two Frosh were still leading at the third post
and for the last mile the Frosh were still in the lead.

Three Series of Health
Movies Directed
By Prof. Turner

Made To Use in Classrooms
Teaching Hygiene and
Public Health

Under the direction of B. W. Turner, L't. of the Department of
Hygiene and Public Health, the three series of health
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the message is addressed, but by the whole student body. W. J. Imley '34.
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I. An Ingenious Engineer Substitutes

Gas For Steam in Boilers

In the 1870's, a gusher was started that provided a means of obtaining natural gas. Ingenious engineers replaced this natural gas with manufactured gas, which was more economical and easily controlled. This invention paved the way for the development of the gas industry.

II. Advertising Man Reveals Benefits of Outside Work

Importance of Extra-Curricular Activities

In an interview, a college professor discussed the benefits of participating in extra-curricular activities. He noted that these activities are a valuable part of a student's education.

III. Rain Makers Fail in Many Attempts To Produce Rain

Pseudo-Scientists Appear With Rainless Summers Like No Tomorrow

Many attempts have been made to create rain by artificial means, but all of them have failed. Rainmakers have attempted to create rain using various techniques, but none have been successful.

FREAK WELL YIELDS COMPRESSED OXYGEN

Engineer Substitutes

Ingenious engineers substituted oxygen for compressed air in a freak well.

SCRIMMAGES START FOR FIRST GAME

With a practice game against the Boston College on April 7, the football team began their first season as a reconnaissance at sport.

SOCCER TEAM HOLDS SPRING SCRIMMAGE

New Coach Gets Team in For First Game

Under the guidance of their new coach, the soccer team is being held in high esteem. This year, the team will have a new coach and is expected to perform well in the upcoming season.

JOURNALISM OFFER COVERS TECHNIQUE SIGNUPS

Some misunderstanding seems to be arising in regard to the Technique sign-up for the Daily Orange. It was found that some students did not understand the procedure for signing up.

HEALTHY MOVIES ARE DIRECTED BY TURNER

Member of Institute Faculty Has Supervised Filming of Pictures

The recent series of Educational Cinematographic films produced by the Institute are now in the hands of Turner, a member of the Institute faculty.

WORKMEN USE GRAVEL AS BASE OF NEW BUILDINGS

Now that the last pile driver has been removed from the new expansion, the workmen have turned to the neighborhood of the new building. Gravel is now being poured to form a base for the concrete and on Monday the equipment will be readied for concrete reinforcement, beginning with the footings.

BOWLING FINAL

A one lone point separated the two teams and win bis numerals.

PAPER AND CIRCULATION

The circulation of the newspaper is now at a record high.

Rain Makers Fail in Many Attempts To Produce Rain

Pseudo-Scientists Appear With Rainless Summers Like No Tomorrow

Many attempts have been made to create rain by artificial means, but all of them have failed. Rainmakers have attempted to create rain using various techniques, but none have been successful.

In every college town there is one outstanding smoking tobacco

In every college town there is one outstanding smoking tobacco.

NEW BUILDINGS CUT AREAS FOR PARKING

Over Five Hundred Cars Use Facilities Every Day

Nearly seven cars, or 2,300 cars, of the 34,000 cars in the United States are devoted to moving automobiles, with an average of 26 cars per day. Formerly some much heavier were used for this purpose, but it was found that this is the only way to move them in any quantity.

WARGAMES ON SCHEDULE

Games have been scheduled with West Point for Saturday, April 7, and Harvard for April 28. Harvard will be followed by a tax day given by the Institute.

All the varsity men are back from leaving school for vacation, and now the whole freshman team has reported for practice. The main object of the purposes of getting these men in school together is that the work will be transferred or freshmen will be eligible for varsity year and a good team is expected from the way the men have been handling themselves.

Field in Good Shape

Coach Field is in excellent condition after being mowed and matured areas in the west are an opportunity for good practice.

RUNKLE IS WINNER IN DORM BOWLING FINAL

A dormitory final in the bowling tournament was won by John Runkle.
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Delta Omega Lecture E. H. Eune, M.D., Dr.P.H. Friday, April 3, 5:00 P.M. Room 10-250 Dr. Hune, Colonel in the United States Army Medical Corps, will open the new Delta Omega Lecture series of the Department of Military and Naval Medicine and its Relations to Public Health in the United States.

Faculty Club Spring Party Dinner and Dramashop Play Saturday, April 4, 6:30 P.M. Boston Young Women's Christian Association The Faculty Club will give a quarter-hour intermission dinner and three-act play, the latter to be presented by the students in the first-year course in Dramashop under the supervision of Professor Donald. The play is "Molière's "Don Quixote.""

Building Construction Mr. Thomas F. Mcewen '16 Wednesday, April 4, 10:00 A.M., Room 3-134 A course of lectures on "The Metallurgy of Welding and Its Industrial Applications" will be given by Mr. Thomas F. Mcewen '16.

Open to students and members of the instructing staff.

Wedding Mr. Peter P. Alexander and Miss Teena J. Long Wednesday, April 4, 6:00 P.M., Room 1-134 A series of lectures on "The Metallurgy of Welding and Its Industrial Applications" will be given by Mr. Thomas F. Mcewen '16.

Open to students and members of the instructing staff.

CALENDAR Friday, April 3

5:45 P.M.—Delta Omega lecture. Hook 10-250
10:45 P.M.—Hanlo Club rehearsal, East Lounge and West Lounge, W. N. C.
6:30 P.M.—Delta Omega dinner meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial
10:45 P.M.—Stool Tresters dinner meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

Saturday, April 4

1 P.M.—The Rondel orchestra rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial

Monday, April 6

5:45 P.M.—Instructor's reception, East Lounge, Walker Memorial
6:45 P.M.—Massachusetts Council dinner meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
7:45 P.M.—Amatun Club play rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

FIRE CHIEF LOSES HAT AT FRAT BLAZE

Purdue Students Suspected of Souvenir Crimes

"These wealthy college students who live in the city, as we all know, seem to think nothing of taking everything they can get on their hands," said Assistant Fire Chief Ben O'connor of the Lafayette fire department, who reported that it was none other than Purdue University who made away with his brown six-dollar fur hat.

Mr. O'connor said that the east side department had obviously discovered a secret way into the students' room and upon opening the door, he noted that the room was in a state of confusion, and that the fire department was not yet aware of the presence of the flames. His first instinct was to call the hospital because the fire was moving so fast. He was surprised, however, when he was told that the fire had started in a box and that it had been put out long before.

When he returned, he found that the box was empty.

"I was just about to give up," he said, "but I remembered that there was a watch in the box that had been left behind by a student."

The watch was not found.

"I knew the rest as well as I do," he said, "but I couldn't find a watch anywhere."

"Stand a little bit behind her, lower than the right hand arm, and let her head fall gently to the right shoulder, just over the watch pocket. Then lower your right arm down to your side. Now straighten up the left arm and gently bend the golden ringlets of her left arm, and having her right hand in her hair, look over the shoulder."

"Don't get excited. Keep your hand rest gently on the hand. When the moment of kiss comes, take the ringlets of the roses just as she raised her head. Don't hurry: it isn't the pearly gates behind, through like twin rose-buds, part. Revealing your face, then work muscles of your right hand to work her right hand in her hair. Don't take her by both ears and try to grab it quick; you are sure to bump her."

"All students who expect to attend an annual Delta Omega lecture series of the Department of Military and Naval Medicine and its Relations to Public Health in the United States."

"The subject of his address is "The United States Army Medical Corps, and Its Relation to the Progress of the Department. Mr. Alex-"